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| Agency

We a
online m
age
We pride ourselves in the work we produce and
our customer satisfaction is guaranteed. When
we work with a client, you can rest assured the
highest care will be put into effect. Our team
will offer you the best and latest technology in
web design and online marketing, while working
around your schedule through the whole
process. Our designers believe in bringing your
vision to life by giving your company the “WOW”
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are an
marketing
ency.
factor it was missing. Don’t
worry if you are located outside
of Miami, even though we are a
Miami marketing firm, we are
glad to perform projects in and
out of the United States. Contact
us today to see how we can
assist you with your marketing
project.

| Brand awareness
| Digital Marketing
| Online Advertising
| Web Development
| Copywriting
| SEM and PPC
| Logo and Business Cards
| Email Marketing
| Website Maintenance
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| Approach

1

Concept phase
Get to know the challenge

The concept phase is driven by the needs of the
customer. We then turn those needs into conceptual
designs and potential solutions. When it comes to
identifying the best design concepts, we don’t take
unnecessary risks because the wrong choice means
money spent and time wasted.

Our process is
transparent and
interactive.
We reduce the potential for
wasted effort by keeping an open
communication between project
managers and clients.

2

Design phase
Pursuit of both function and form

Using the information gathered in the Concept
Phase we begin designing and creating
mockups for approval. If it is a web design
project, this part involves designing the layout
using a wireframe. For online marketing
projects, here is where we move to mapping
out the project outlines and structuring our
goals and deadlines.
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Good process
= great product

The Key is

Follow Up

3

Development phase
Make it work

Here is where concepts become a reality.
Everything needed to implement the project
comes together. A final schedule is made and
each person involved is assigned their tasks.
We make sure it is clear who needs to do
what and when. When this is done, we are
ready for IMPLEMENTATION.
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| Mission

We are committed
professional marke
that directly impro
bottom line.

Online Marketing requires a rare mix of technical expertise, data analysis abilities
and marketing skills, a combination you will find in abundance at Jumptoweb.
We are proud to have a certified team who is proficient at increasing your online
presence, bringing quality traffic and leads, and demonstrating ROI that can be
clearly measured against your bottom line.

d to providing
eting strategies
ove your
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| The Crew

| Manny
Web Designer

| Yane
SEO Specialist

| Lyn
Online Marketing

I am a creative web designer and
developer who will follow your vision
in every step of the design process.
You dream, I’ll make it!

I analyze websites for improvements
and have knowledge of keyword
research to maximize traffic to a
site and improve page rank.

My goal is to optimize your site for
search engines using high quality
content that converts your visitors
into customers.

| Victor
Graphic Designer

| Elvis
Developer

| Michelle
Content Writer/Editor

I specialize in editorial designs and
typography. I also concentrate in
visual graphics for print, email, web,
and social media.

I make the impossible possible
by taking your requirements and
figuring the best solution to use.
Persistence is my power.

Need content? I can research and
write about any topic and provide
you with professional pieces that will
draw clients to your site.

rew
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Alone we can do so
little, together we
can do so much.
| Ricky
Software Developer
I’m the brain behind the design,
installation and testing. I love playing
around with codes and making
businesses more efficient.

| Ana
Content Writer/Editor
I use SEO with tactical precision
to ensure that your content is
interesting and searchable to
attract new visitors.

| Teamwork

We embrace
collaboration as
our team works
closely and directly
with each client.
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| Why us

Fully
integrated
structure.
| Proven Expertise

| Leading Edge Experience

Since we began operations as an
online marketing agency in 2013 we
have built our online presence from
the ground up. Once a small agency,
we have now eight employees, and
over 25 freelance developers and
writers to assist us.

Each team member is an expert in
his/her field and results are possible
through the collaboration of this
great team that loves what they do
and comes to work ready to deliver
projects that achieve success and
surpass client expectations.

| Collaborative

| Results-Driven

We always keep an open
communication with clients to avoid
losing track of objectives. Client
input is how we are able to execute
marketing strategies that improve
their level of performance.

We have a reputation for
unprecedented client service
because our clients’ goals are at the
forefront of what we do. We focus
on driving their companies forward
to achieve marketing excellence.

Giv
WO
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| Efficiency

95%

With 95% Client Retention rate,
there are several reasons why
working with Jumptoweb is the
right choice to make.
Continuous Improvement
Core Values Integrity
Open Honesty
Respect for the Community
Our

ving your company the
OW factor it’s been missing.
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| Services

Branding

Web Design

SEO & SEM

What we can
do for you.

Your “brand identity” is the combination of verbal, visual and emotional
attributes that define your company and set it apart from the
competition. How your branding makes people feel and react are key
drivers of brand perception. Jumptoweb specializes in creating new
brand identities and revitalizing sluggish branding. But what exactly does
that entail? Ask a design firm to create your brand, and they’ll design
you a logo and a business card. Ask a web development agency, and
they’ll program you a website. Jumptoweb, on the other hand, brings
your branding to life.

Whether prospects learn about your business from a search engine
query, colleague, brochure, trade show or media hit — your website
is the first place they will visit to learn more. A website is far more
than an Internet address. In an increasingly web-centric world, your
website represents your brand 24/7/365. In truly integrated fashion,
Jumptoweb ensures that a web development project serves as the
epicenter of all your marketing – the start and end point for every
promotional effort, including PR, trade shows, advertising, email
marketing and social media.
We realize the goal of a business is not to just have a great-looking
website, but to have a website that generates sales or leads
continuously. The key to this is targeted traffic that is conditioned to
be interested in your product or service. Of course you want searchengine traffic, as this usually speaks to your relevance and credibility
to a user. We carefully plan a search-engine-optimization strategy that
accounts for important content, usability, and metrics that are required
to attain (and keep) valuable SEO rankings. Gone are the days of
focusing on certain keywords; we are in an age of content authority and
engagement metrics and you need an agency equipped to show you
the way.
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A Full service
marketing firm.

| Graphic Design

| E-Commerce Websites

| Advertising

Our graphic design expertise is a blend
of strategy, creativity, user experience
and functionality. We can design
product packaging, print advertising,
brochures, signage and more.

We can design and customize your
online store to meet your brand
needs. We are familiar with many
ecommerce systems and can
integrate your site.

Whether you are creating an ad
for social media, a magazine or any
other platform, we can help you
design, implement, and monitor your
advertising campaigns.

| PPC

| Copywriting

| Email Marketing

Let us help you reach your customer
online via paid advertising. Increase
your quality score, reduce your
Cost-Per-Click and triple your ClickThrough Rate.

We can assist you in the creation of
copy for you promotional ads and
website. As well as write your video
scripts, presentation materials and
more.

Let our email marketing experts
handle the work for you. We offer
fully managed email marketing
solutions to save you time, money
and resources.
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| Branding

We craft and tailor
strategies to your n
a cohesive identity
you a competitive e

Companies that have been around awhile often find themselves forced to compete
in an increasingly noisy and crowded industry. Let’s face it: What got you where you
are will not get you where you want to go. Jumptoweb has extensive expertise in
guiding established technology-oriented companies through the rebranding process
– shedding baggage, reestablishing market leadership and stimulating leads.

r our branding
needs to build
y that will give
edge.
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| Branding

We create products and digital platforms to
drive campaigns that engage with intended
consumers. Our process is aligned to your
needs and our project managers establish
project goals around your objectives.

| Naming Your Company

|Brand Personality

Great names are a powerful force in the branding,
marketing and advertising campaigns of the
companies they work for. They differentiate you from
competitors, make an emotional connection with
your audience, and help build a brand that ignites
the passions of your customers. We believe that a
powerful name is the result of a powerful positioning
strategy. The key is to find a fresh way into the hearts
and minds of your customers, redefine and own the
conversation in your industry, and engage people on
as many levels as possible.

A brand is more than a color palette and a
slogan. It’s the psychological force behind your
business. Jumptoweb will guide you to think in
deeper, richer ways about your existing goals,
core beliefs and competition, we help unearth
your true brand essence. One that can inspire
and inform everything you do. From marketing,
to development, to everyday business decisions.
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Let your Brand stand
for Something
What we can do for you.
| Naming
| Logo Development
| Corporate Identity
| Web Design
| Print Materials
| Advertisement
| Marketing Campaigns
| Rebranding
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| Web Design

If you are looking t
customers and est
brand, having a we
way to create a su
presence.
It is useless to deny current marketing trends. The web has become the most
important avenue for communication with the world and with future clients. For this
reason, our team works around the clock to ensure you get the web design of your
dreams. A web design that not only looks great, but is 100% functional.

to attract more
tablish your
ebsite is the
uperior web
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| Web Design

Fully
Responsive
Websites.

We

Our web designs are made specifically for each client. When our
designers set out to create the best website for a customer, their top
priority is user experience. It is important to keep in mind that your
target audience might not be well versed with website navigation
and needs the site to be as intuitive as possible. This is the best way to
ensure visitors stay on the site and engage with your content.
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ebsite
| We offer complete web design and development
services, e-commerce design, template
customization and blog creation.
Websites are not only a means of communicating
information, but they are a crucial way for
companies to offers their services to a wider
audience. When it comes to web designing,
Jumptoweb offers its web design services to all of
South Florida and worldwide. Our company works
with individuals and businesses closely to ensure
our services meet the desires of the customer
and offer the greatest web results when it comes
to conversion and website interaction. We also
offer website maintenance services for clients
who are interested in keeping their web pages
updated on a regular basis. Our designers are
skilled in the most current web design technologies
and they are happy to assist you whichever way
they can.

A business
without a
Website
is going
Nowhere.
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| SEO

By utilizing the late
technologies, Jum
help your company
many first page ra

When you type in ‘warm mangos’?, are you looking for how to keep your mangos cool? Do you
need to solve a shipping problem for your mango grove? Are you looking for recipes that include
warm mango? The key to a successful Search (PPC, SEO, Content, Social, etc) strategy is to
understand how to capture and influence the intent of your target audience. So that only those
people who want recipes for warm mango salsa are directed to your recipe site.

est tools and
mptoweb can
y dominate
ankings.
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| SEO

Increase
qualified
organic
search
engine
traffic.

SEO & Website Optimization provide a quicker boost to
organic traffic especially if there is a substantial amount
of existing content and authority. The infrastructure and
key pages of your website need regular development and
updating to stay fresh and relevant for the search engines.
As we target new search phrases, optimize both old and
new content, and fix structural issues, your website will
become visible to more prospects and your traffic will
continue to grow.

| Website Optimization
Our company understands that internet marketing and website optimization goes beyond keywords,
targeting everything the search engines look for in a quality website. Web marketing firms often
focus on one small part of the search engine marketing function: some SEO companies focus on link
building, others just offer SEO copywriting, and still others want to sell a one-size-fits-all SEO package.
Jumptoweb starts with focus on your business, your keywords, your competitors and ends with
RESULTS – increased rankings, traffic and revenue.

Search is more than just keywords and
clicks. It is about intent.
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| SEO Packages

Choose a solution
for your budget.

| Small Business

| Standard

$1200

$800
What’s included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Keywords: 20.
Initial site analysis
Duplicate Content Check
Google Penalty Check
Keyword Research
Competition Analysis
SEO copy optimization
Site Code Optimization
Image Optimization
XML and HTML Sitemaps
Existing Content Optimization
URL Re-Writing
3 New Landing Pages
Search Engine Submission
Google Plus Business Page
Set-up
• Monthly ranking and Google
Analytics Reports
• Monthly site backup
• Email Support

| Entrepreneur

$1500

What’s included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Keywords: 30.
Initial site analysis
Duplicate Content Check
Google Penalty Check
Keyword Research
Competition Analysis
SEO copy optimization
Site Code Optimization
Image Optimization
XML and HTML Sitemaps
Existing Content Optimization
URL Re-Writing
5 New Landing Pages
Search Engine Submission
Google Plus Business Page
Set-up
Social Media Profiles Creation
Blog Setup
2 monthly article publications
Monthly ranking and Google
Analytics Reports
Weekly Website Backups
Email, Chat & Phone Support

What’s included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Keywords: 40.
Initial site analysis
Duplicate Content Check
Google Penalty Check
Keyword Research
Competition Analysis
SEO copy optimization
Site Code Optimization
Image Optimization
XML and HTML Sitemaps
Existing Content Optimization
URL Re-Writing
10 New Landing Pages
Search Engine Submission
(Google, Yahoo, Bing)
Google Plus Business Page
Set-up
Social Media Profiles Creation
Blog Setup
PPC Management
Email Campaign Management
4 Monthly article publications
Monthly ranking and Google
Analytics Reports
Full Website Maintenance
Daily Website Backups
Email, Chat & Phone Support

| Communication and Reporting
By clearly communicating the processes, planning and budgeting strategies,
we aim to establish mutual understanding and trust with you as our client.
Through our consistent and open communication we provide reports and
progress updates that give you full insights into the work we are doing and
answer any questions you may have.
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| Graphic Design

A great design will
marketing materia
more enjoyable to

Your business is unique. Our graphic design services will help you show your customers and
possible clients just how your business is different throughout your marketing materials. We
will use our knowledge, creativity and graphic design experience to create beautiful layouts,
designs and illustrations that demonstrate your company’s uniqueness and effectively
communicate your message. Our graphic designs are original and created specifically for
your business in the style that matches your personality and your business branding.

l make your
als easier and
read.
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| Graphic Design

Great things
come from
being inspired.

Gra

Your company’s logo is likely the first thing a
potential customer notices about your business.
It conveys your identity as a company and
should represent the essence of who you are.
We want your logo to be perfect.
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aphics
| Brochure Design
Brochures are also another cornerstone to most
businesses. While your website is your online
brochure, it is still important to have an offline
brochure for your walk-in customers, sales people
or to leave around town in order to create brand/
product awareness.
We design many types of brochures including
gate fold, tri-fold, quad-fold, die cut, z-fold, Jedifold or even bi-fold. Most of our brochure design
packages include full color design. Brochures are
one of the most cost effective printed marketing
items available.

We can design and
implement your Facebook
Ads, Google Ads, Bing
Ads, Yahoo Ads, Craigslist
Ads, Print Media Ads,
Mailed Ads, Magazine
Ads and Newspaper Ads.
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| Advertising

We make wise med
designed to maximiz
within your target m

We build communication ideas that create a bond between consumers and brands.
Our team is made up of dedicated creative professionals with expertise in marketing
strategy, design, technology, online advertising and content. We focus our talents
and experience on helping deliver bright ideas and brilliant results that bring value to
our clients’ businesses.

dia choices,
ze your budget
market.
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| Advertising

Find and Keep more customers. Media
opportunities are unlimited. Budgets are
limited. The solution? Jumptoweb has the
knowledge and experience needed to make
those choices and maximize your company’s
exposure. Then, we execute those plans with
precision and follow up every detail.

Mobile is the fastest
growing advertising
segment

| Remarketing
Even though over 50% of transactions happen online within 30 minutes after a search, that is not always
the case. We need to make sure that people remember you long after they visit your site for the first time.
How memorable is your web presence right now, could it benefit from showing ads consistently to people
for a month to reinforce your message? We think so. Start taking advantage of this amazing tool that
Google (And other networks) have to offer and see what happens, you won’t be disappointed.
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A/B testing ad copy to hit
your target every time.
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| Maintenance

What are the
benefits.

Many business owners believe that by establishing a successful website they are done. But having a website is
only the beginning. One of the biggest mistakes business owners make is to believe that once their website is
up and running, it can take care of itself. Regardless of how technically advanced your new or existing website
is, it needs to be updated and maintained on a regular basis. And this is why your business needs a website
maintenance plan.
By not having a website maintenance plan your website will deteriorate and become less useful over time. If you
have outdated content, broken links or links that redirect to unrelated pages, your customers will get frustrated
and go to your competitors’ better maintained website.
A website is never really “complete”. It must constantly be updated with fresh content in order to engage and
grow your audience. By using a maintenance plan, you are ensuring that your website is up-to-date regarding
design, content, regular backups and protection against malicious login attempts, spam, and malware.
| Enhanced Security
Websites are hacked each day! However, small business owners tend to believe it will never happen to them.
Their business is not high-profile enough to attract the attention of hackers. Wrong! Most websites are hacked
with the simple goal of proving it can be done. Many times small business websites are targeted simply because
they are small and therefore less likely to be secure.
| Better User Experience
Providing the best possible user experience is essential to your online success. When major technology updates,
like a browser or CMS update, occur it can have a big impact on how your website performs. As technology
updates become more and more frequent they often result in one or more components breaking.
| More Conversions
Regardless if you are actually selling products or services on your website, your website is your shop window.
Most often it is the first thing shoppers and consumers will notice about your business. Just like a storefront
business owner will keep their store windows appealing you need to do the same on your business website.
| Cost Savings
If you keep your business website maintained and updated on a regular basis there is much less of a chance
that something drastic will go wrong, and cost you a ton of money to fix.
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| Custom packages

Choose a solution
for your budget.

| Updates

| Backups

| Security

Updates are important to website
performance. They will be done on
a daily, weekly, bi-weekly or monthly
basis depending on the needs of
the client.

Keeping up to date backups of
your website will help with disaster
recovery. They are also done on a
daily, weekly, bi-weekly or monthly
basis.

Website security is key if you
are collecting important client
information or if you want to protect
your website and cut any downtime
due to hacking.

| Tracking & Reporting

| Hosting

| Development Time

We will track your website
performance and speed and send
you monthly reports of how the site
behaves and suggest improvements
to optimize performance.

Hosting is needed for all websites
to go live on the web. We offer
different hosting services to clients
depending on their needs. We also
offer dedicated IP hosting services.

Customize how much development
time you require on any
maintenance package. Time is
adjusted depending on how often
you need to make changes.

Contact
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| Get in touch

786.991.8938
contact@jumptoweb.com
www.jumptoweb.com

